
Paul Smith School Summer Program

Miss Greene and Miss Nixon’s Class
We can’t believe that we are halfway through our summer

program! This week we worked on building uppercase letters
A - G. When building uppercase letters we used the terms:
big line, little line, big curve, and little curve. We continue to
explore the alphabet by playing alphabet slapjack and go

fish. During our STEM time we have been building structures
with magnetic tiles. We are excited to continue our adventure

for the next three weeks.
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Miss Gilbert’s Class
This week our class continued our study on

various kinds of stories! We learned about the
tall tale legend John Henry! We also learned

about African folktales told by Anansi the
Spider. In Math, we worked on two-digit

addition with regrouping and continue to work
on our math fact fluency. We had a great
harvest in our garden! We enjoyed bush

beans, green peppers and summer squash!
Yum!

Miss Cummings’ Class
This week our class blasted off into outer space!
We read lots of stories about space and created

our very own intergalactic planets. We also
stretched our engineering skills by making our
own straw rockets! We continued to work on
stretching and blending our sounds to form

words and we also reviewed our digraphs. Our
class is working hard on building our number
sense as well as focusing on subtraction facts
this week! Next week we will be time-traveling
back to the prehistoric ages and learning all

about dinosaurs! ROAR!

Mrs. Fleury’s Class
This week we read stories about camping and nature. We

researched bears and wrote reports of information. We
reviewed the patterns of long a. We have continued to work

on making 10, 2 digit addition, adding 3 numbers, and
counting mixed coins. One of our classmates brought their

coin collection from home and we had fun sorting and
counting it! We enjoyed making nature art by creating

cardboard trees and watercolor paintings of bears.

Mrs. Weaver’s Class
This week we worked on writing a

paragraph while using a map to plan
out our writing. We also worked on

subtraction with and without
regrouping. The group learned
interesting facts about owls this

week and made a life size Barn Owl
on Thursday. Take a look at our

planting project we did at the front of
the building. We hope the plants will

brighten everyone’s day.

Ms. Carter’s Class
This week in Ms. Carter’s class, the young Pokémon trainers

worked on comparing three digit numbers in the form of Pokémon
battle! We added R Blends to our skill repertoire and continued to
practice reading words with a bossy e. This was Ms.Carter’s last
week of Summer Program and the students were told they would
be getting to know Mrs. Gregg for the rest of the summer. Have a
great summer! See the pictures of last week’s Krabby Patty relay
which we did to learn about grouping numbers by 10s and 100s to

count large quantities.



Paul Smith School Summer Program

Message from the Office:
Ms. Blair is away on vacation next week.

Wednesday and Thursday Mr. Matt will be filling in
and helping us during summer school. The other

days the SAU will provide support as needed.

Important Dates:
7/15- Ms. Carter’s last
day.
7/19- Mrs. Gregg will be
our teacher for the
Carter/Gregg classroom.


